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About This Content

This is the official OST composed by Jonas Kjellberg, go follow that beautiful man on Twitter! https://twitter.com/wrenchse.
It's good. I mean it's great. I mean, that's what I would say because I paid him money to do it. Would I really say it is bad when

I'm trying to sell it to you? Jesus just buy the damn thing.

1.Intro

2.Menu

3.DUPA Genetics

4.Home, Sweet Home

5.Nature Is Nice
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6.Spacedust

7.The Shop

8.Vast Lands

9.Emergerd Kokern

10.Junk in the Trunk

11.Jacob is Single (I am Married though)

12.Ready, FIGHT

13.I Have a Sad

14.C I N E M A T I C

15.The Multiverse

16.Back To Work

17.The Fridge

18.Shady Places

19.Get You Pregnant (With Baby)

20.MESSIAH!

21.Buy A Head

22.Jorodopowoskislowski's Theme

23.Can You Make A New Lab Track Please

24.This Is The New Lab Track

25.And the Enigma Unfolds

26.Take a Seat Right Over There

27.Nadir Onlychild

28.Storybook, Sweet Storybook

29.Going Down

30.Think of the Children

31.A Family Reunion

32.Housekeeping
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33.Olof's Theme

34.Fever Dreams

35.PARRA - Dig Me

36.Low Rida'

37.Kids Getting High

38.True Blue

39.Australian Game Development Theme

40.Post Apoc Sexy Time

41.Work Out with Paradigm

42.Trailer Soundtrack

43.Turn Based Shenanigans

44.Very Manly Tough Music With Guitar

45.Pop Culture Reference Joke

46.Let's HACK

47.Sand People

48.Human Sounds - Music For Whale Relaxation

49.Belly Slappin' - Live

50.Eggplant's Paradise
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Metal As ♥♥♥♥ was a lot of fun to play through and voice as a streamer. The story is hilarious, dark, intentionally offensive at
times and campy. The graphics are SNES RPG-maker style. Make sure to do some level grinding early on or you might regret it
later in the game. Save often. The entire playthrough, for me lasted about 5-6 hours and I had fun. For the price, this is more
than worth it, AND you are supporting a small Indie dev. Nice work Crankage Games!. I loved this game. The art style is
amazing. I was blown away when I first opened it up. The story was great and I loved the underlaying message of magic and
spirituality. How it can be misued and how it can be used for good.. Overall I enjoyed my time with this game, the SNES style
graphics, and music takes you on a nostalgia trip back to the glory days of gaming! There are a few technical issues with the
game starting with the long load time(takes close to two minutes for me). Toward the end of the game I ran into a few code
error messages, but not frequently enough to ruin my experience. The collision is also a bit suspect at times. I could go through a
lot of walls that you are not meant to go through, and even suffered a few cheap deaths from falling through the ground. I also
had a bit of trouble setting up my controller initially, I had to use JoyToKey to get it to works, since my Sabrent controller was
not compatible at all; however that more likely an issue with the engine and not the game itself. These issues aside I really
enjoyed the gameplay. There are a ton of secret sprinkled throughout the land, and I had a lot of fun just getting lost and
exploring. The combat is also pretty enjoyable too and you are given a nice variety of characters to adventure with!

Pros:
Nice graphics and music.
Many Secrets to Discover.
Good Variety of Characters.

Cons:
Long Load Time.
A bit buggy with suspect collision and a few code error pop ups.
Setting up controller was a bit of a hassle.. I enjoyed the game. Well worth it for the purchase price. The game needs interface
improvements. There is a somewhat lack of options and in order to change resolutions you must restart the game. Your required
to select a resolution size prior to launching the game. This is somewhat annoying. Considering if you don't like the selected
resolution you must restart. Game interface and the level joining relatively easy no complaints. Game just needs better options..
Beautiful, but real small, slow and boring...
I regret buying it.. Fun little game for 2 bucks. Would like to see more levels and monsters.
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Oh man, what to say about this game. Well first off I love this little gem; it has a fun soundtrack, funny quips, just enough jank
to cause boundless chaos, and enough pixel gore to satisfy my inner murder hobo. This game is great fun by oneself but the true
joy comes from playing with friends. Even just one other person brings so many new possibilities in planning, execution, or just
destroying everything and everyone on the level (This accidentally happens more often than you'd think). This game is more
than worth the full price but also seems to go on sale fairly often. It may be listed as the infamous "Early Access" but I've owned
this game since close to its release date and can say that the rate of active development is astounding. If you walk away from this
page without this game in your cart you have done yourself a great disservice.. For $0.50, this game is well worth the purchase.
Is it the best arcade-style shooter? No, but that's okay, because the quality far exceeds the price tag.

If you're familiar with Asteroids, then you'll understand this game. Fly through space, shoot stuff, and make that score number
grow. That's it.

Now, to liven it up a bit, there's a ton of different weapons and ships to unlock and choose from. Pretty cool, right? It is. BBXL
isn't perfect, though: the auto-propulsion and turning radius of the ships makes controlling your craft a little difficult. Precision
shots are hard to pull off, and when there's a ton of stuff on screen, it can become very difficult to make out exactly what's
happening. Adding to all of that is the ammo system, which technically makes sense, and while adding a slight sense of strategy
to the game, can become hectic in later parts of the game.

But seriously, it's fifty cents on sale. This is a game I can see myself popping on every now and then, determined to break my
old high score. And isn't that what the old greats were all about?. Fun and all but way too expensive. Terrible graphics,
inexcusably bad gameplay. Confusing controls, not worth your time.. Visual Novel with management elements. Gameplay isn't
groundbreaking but serves it's purpose. Art is a wonderful classic-gothic handdrawn style that compliments the atmosphere.
Sound is... there. No VAs whatsoever.

The story is deeply resembling of Faust (the MC is even named Faust) but with enough changes to the story to make it original.

As the game itself will tell you as soon as it boots it, this is a VERY dark game with VERY dark subject matter. The entire
game is an allegory of child abuse and exploitation. It's not as depressing as This War Of Mine, but is within that mood.

A good game to play in short bursts but you can beat it pretty quickly if you know what you're doing.

Recommend, but get it on sale. 15 bucks is too much for this IMO.. Not recommend ONLY because "No Save local option" this
is streaming only and I have a bandwidth cap because I dont live in town.. Very nice game. Do not be fooled by its cuteness, this
is actually a brutal puzzle game where you will die lots, even the main character is aware of how much you're dying and trying,
expect a lot of that. The game has three endings and two of them require you to beat bosses with some frustrating attack
patterns, you can learn them after dying multiple times, but doing it over and over again knowing exactly which move they'll be
using next is a little tedious, their attacks are really slow and that makes you wait too much before you get to the third stage
where you probably died, I ended up dying just because I was not being patient enough. Taking that aside, the game looks
gorgeous, all puzzles are ingenious, it runs at 60fps, unlike The Firefly Diary and it plays flawlessly with a controller.. The best 3
dollars and minute to download both games ive ever used.. Of the various Totem games in this series (Ironclads collection), I
found this one the most playable. I believe this was the first one they issued.

The interface allows the ships to be separated into individual squadrons. While historically inaccurate, it renders the game much
more playable, plus helps illustrate just why ships of this era used the line tactics. Later games of this series only allow grouping
the ships, and once a ship is heavily damaged, it (uncontrollably) breaks off. Whilst very realistic, also very frustrating (Hey!
I\u2019m gonna go get sunk by running past the main battle group).

The projected path feature is really nice, and allows you fair control of the course. The various armaments display when a shot
is available, albeit for a split second sometimes. Pausing the ship motion is controlled by clicking icons on the display panel, and
judicious use of saved games.

The data displayed and ship information is very detailed, and appears fairly accurate. The same applies to the ship names. The
models are very well done, and looks like a lot of work and research went into them. I can\u2019t believe other reviews
complaining about lack of animated crew jumping about! Really?
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Overall, I believe this is a fun game and enjoyed it. This was a great work of programming and modelling. Other reviews need to
cut Totem some slack \u2013 I don\u2019t see any Americans making anything like this. It very much reminds me of the
Yaquinto boardgame Ironclads, with some similar elements of gameplay.

Recommendations for the Totem staff: apply this control interface to the later games in the series. It was very well done here.
Also, muting the soundtrack would be nice. \u043e\u0442\u043b\u0438\u0447\u043d\u0430\u044f
\u0440\u0430\u0431\u043e\u0442\u0430!
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